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"This follow-up to the best-selling KISS GOOD NIGHT will comfort little ones like a cozy blanket

thatâ€™s tucked in just right." -- BOOKLIST (starred review) In the little white house, Mrs. Bear is

putting Sam to bed, when suddenly -- HCK HCK! coughs Sam. Mrs. Bear gets some syrup. But the

syrup tastes bad, and thereâ€™s too much of it on a too-big spoon, and itâ€™s too hard to swallow.

What will make Sam feel better? Acclaimed picture-book creators Amy Hest and Anita Jeram revisit

Sam and Mrs. Bear as they share a quiet moment of comfort that is enough to conquer the coldest

night.
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I don't know about your children, but my hate medications. What a suprise when 2 years old Emi

said "I will be brave like Sam" Since I got the book we don't struggle anymore with meds. What a

relief.

Little Sam Bear just can't fall asleep; the cough in his throat is keeping him awake. When the love

and cuddling Mrs. Bear shares don't work, she knows Sam needs medicine. Not wanting to take the

cough medicine, Sam tries everything to convince his mom that he does not need it. "I don't have a

cough!" Sam cries. "Taste bad," he explains. It's only when Mrs. Bear explains to Sam that after



taking the medicine, they can go downstairs and wait for snow. Excited and brave, Sam swallows

the syrup. All warm from the hot tea and cuddling, Sam is fast asleep when if finally snows.The

short tale of a sick cub and his loving mama is a wonderful book for all young readers. The way in

which the author describes the setting is very inviting. Sam's red blanket is cozy, and his mama's

belly is soft and wiggly as they snuggle in the big, purple chair while it snows. The pleasant setting

will make any reader feel warm inside. The illustrations support this warm feeling. The soft colors

bring out the best in both Sam and Mama Bear. This is a joyful, feel-good book!

My grandosn has some of the other books by this author and he loves them. He has a chronic

respiratory condition and we like the fact that this book shows the little bear when he's not feeling

well and coughing. It's a sweet book.

Great little story. The problem that Sam faces is one children and adults alike can relate to. I used to

read this story to my PreK children when I was a teacher and, now as a mother, I read it to my own

child. Love love love the Sam series of books!

This is the short tale of Sam who his mother has discovered has a cough. Sam's mama patiently

negotiates getting Sam to take his bad tasting cough syrup from the too big spoon. Then they

snuggle in and wait for the snow to come. This a great story to read to your kids quietly before

snuggling into bed on a cold winter night.

This really is another great book by Hest and Jeram. Sam and his Mama always have great story

lines any young child, boy or girl will love. This book really helps little ones understand that when

you don't feel well sometimes you have to take medicine. It's a good one!

I was a bit disappointed in this book after reading all the positive reviews. The pictures are nice and

there is nothing wrong with the story, but it is kind of boring. Nothing in it really caught my child's

imagination. Not bad, but not a favorite

The story and illustrations earn 5 stars. My 2.5 year old daughter particularly likes the picture of

Sam's mother helping him down the stairs. After just a few readings, however, the cover came right

off this book. Hopefully ours was an isolated incident.
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